
2017 Mid Year Update– Expansion of the Core 

Our core founding principle was that we would be execution driven and client focused in all that we do. Since 
our inception over 10 years ago, we have never wavered from that principle. That means that we create value 
for our clients by executing efficiently and effectively-offering customized solutions that are specific to their 
needs. In order to best serve our clients, we focus on internal continuous improvement, always looking for 
ways to make our core business services state of the art.  

Over time, our clients have asked us to provide many different types of services for them. For example, as-
sisting them with building out their own internal talent function or augmenting their existing talent team by 
providing them with dedicated recruiters for extended periods of time. Over time, we have also learned that 
contract, temporary or RPO model services are different with the primary focus on the scope of the contract, 
not the needs of the individuals within the organization.  Those programs are primarily transactional as op-
posed to consultative. As this is not aligned with our core services and strengths, we have chosen not to offer 
these services. 

We have begun to build out new technology and services that do align with both our core business services 
and our founding principle of being execution driven and client focused. While search is, and will always be, 
the very heart of who we are, we are proudly moving in the direction of becoming a talent services organiza-
tion. With that in mind, we are excited to share the following… 
 
Technology Investment 

In June 2016, we made and investment in the startup ATS/CRM company Renhead. With changing dynamics 
on how search is executed and the need for increased speed for clients, technology is critical. Renhead is built 
on agile software and is highly customizable. In essence, technology that adapts to people rather than people 
adapting to technology. The net result is a dramatic increase in speed and efficiency.  Stronger technology al-
lows our trained search consultants and recruiters to concentrate on the relationships to be built with both 
candidates and clients.  



New Services 

In November 2016, we acquired Scarlett Surveys, one of the most established global employee engagement 
survey providers. We continue to expand upon our presence in the market with clients looking to improve em-
ployee retention and engagement. 
 
In Development 

Onboarding Expertise - We are developing an onboarding tool that is designed around helping new employees 
understand and adapt to an organization’s culture. This will be a simple assessment tool that will allow a client 
to create a profile of their existing culture/communication style. New employees can then take the assess-
ment to see how their style and cultural drivers align with their new organization.  We will continue to expand 
our areas of specialty to meet the changing needs of our clients.   

Specialty areas – we continue to add specific expertise in key areas including Supply Chain, Operations, Engi-
neering, Quality/LEAN/CI, Human Resources, Marketing/BD/Sales and Finance/Accounting.   

Industry Focus - We continue to expand into the industries we serve including active clients in Aerospace, Au-
tomotive, Consumer Products, Bio/Pharma, Med Device, Technology Products, Diversified Industrials, Print/
Packaging and Chemicals.   

Highlighted Searches 

• Purchasing Manager– Automotive– WI 

• Director of Procurement– Automotive– Central MI 

• VP of Supply Chain– Diversified Industrial– OH, CA 

• Quality Manager– Industrial– CT 

• Quality Operations Manager– Medical Device– NC 

• Site Leader– Aerospace– NY 

• Quality Manager– Diversified Industrial– CT  

• Operations Director– Aerospace– KS 

• Sr. Director of Regulatory Affairs– Pharma– 

MD 

• Sr. Manager Corporate Compliance– Pharma– 

MD 

• Site Leader– Aerospace– NY 

• Sr. Operational Excellence Leader– Medical 

Device– NC 

Recently Filled Searches 

• Operations Manager– Specialty Chemical– KY 

• Director of Supply Chain– Packaging– NC 

• Senior Buyer– Diversified Industrial– IL  



Leadership: Mary Hain 
Senior Executive Recruiter 

O: 864.918.1997 

mary@pin-pointsolutions.com 

I am Mary Hain, Sr. Executive Recruiter with PinPoint Solutions. 
I  was fortunate enough to join the PinPoint firm in 2008 and 
have watched it grow steadily since then!  I specialize in Supply 
Chain, Quality and Operations for manufacturing and service 
companies nationwide (and internationally when our client 
needs the service!)  High potential, high-impact leaders in these 
critical roles drive LEAN, Supplier Development, Sourcing Strate-
gies, Supply Chain strength, Cost Savings, Quality Metrics and 
Operational Excellence. Success calls for a complex set of skills, 
personality, education and experience in these ever-changing 
roles. 

When I’m not working, I can be found enjoying beautiful upstate 
South Carolina with my husband, Todd and my daughter Rachel. 
We love to travel, hike with our dog, go to the beach and visit 
family. Unless it is a fall Sunday afternoon, in which case we will 
be watching  football! 

 

Check out our Practice Area page and our Showcase page. 

http://pin-pointsolutions.com/functional-practice-area-supply-chain-management/
https://www.linkedin.com/showcase/10424473/
https://www.linkedin.com/in/maryhain/

